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EFFECT OF INITIAL MIXTURE TEIIPERATURE ON FLANIE SPEED OF MIWHANE-AIR, PROPANE-
AIR, AND ETHYLENE-AIR MIXTURES 1

By GORDON L. DCGGER

SUMMARY

Flame qxed8 busedon the outer edge of ~heshadowcust by the
laminar Bunsen cone were determinedasfunctions of composi-
tion for methane-air mirture8 at initial mixture temperatures
rangingfrom —132?0to 3@0 C andfor propane-air and eth@ne-
uir mixture8at initial mirture temperaturesrangingfrom —73°
to 3.44° C. l%e data 8hou’ed that matimum $ame speed in-
crea8edwith ternpcratureat an increasiw rote. The percentage
change in $ame speed with change in initial temperaturefor the
threefuels jollowed the decreasing order, methane, propane, and
rthylene. Empirical equations were determinedfor m=imum
flamespeed as afunction of initial temperatureo-w the tempera-
ture range coceredfor eachfiel.

For eachfuel ii wa8found that, with a jiked paralld-beam
dadowgraph system, the ratio ofjlame speed ba8edon the mkr
edge of the 8hadowca8tby the$arne COMti$ame speed ba8edon
the inner edge of the shudow was a constant, independent of
tempemture or composition. The jlame speed of propane-air
flame8 UV8independent of tube diumeikrfrom 10 to W miUi-
meter8or 8tream-#70wReynold8 numberfrom 1600 to 2100.

The obserrede~ect of temperature on$ame 8peedfor each of
the fuels was rea8cmab@well predicted bg either the thermal
theory a8 presentedby S~menooor the square-rootlaw of Tanford
and Pease. Z4e importanceof attire radicak in$ame propaga-
tion UU8indicated by a simple linear relation.betxeen mam”mum
jlarne speed and equilibrurnmdical concentratiorwfor all three
f~~e18. Equally good correlation resulted from using either
hydrogen-atom .concentmtionalone or a summution of e~ectioe
rdatice concentmtions of hydrogenatom8,hydroxyl radicaf8,and
oxygen atom8andfrom using .dherj%me temperaturesbad on
a 8odium D-line measurementfor a room-tempemture mi.ttwre
or adtibatic$ame tempendurss.

LYTRODUCTION

The frame speed, or normal burning velocity, of a fuel-air
mi~ture is a fundamental property gomzning flame propaga-
tion, which is one of the se-rertd major processes occurring
in combustion equipment for flight propulsion. Inasmuch
as plot.s of the performance data of aircraft combustors show
that the combustion efFmiency is related to the cornbustor-
inlet temperature (for example, references 1 and 2), knowl-
edge of temperature effects on fundetmentd combustion

properties of the fuel-air misture is desirable. The results
of some earlier in-restigations of the ellect of initial mixture
temperature on flame speed are summa rized in reference 3.
Previous investigators have found flame speed to be related
(rtpproxinmtely) to initial temperature raised to powers
varyirg from 1 to 2. In the first phase of the present
in~estigation, the effec%of initial temperature on flame speeds
of propane-air rrktures was determined (reference 4). IL
mas found that flame speed increased with initial temperature
at an increasing rate and that this trend vias predicted by
either a thermal theory (reference 5) or a cKfFusion theory
(references 6 and 7).

Inasmuch as the activation energy of the oxidation process
is an important factor in the thermal-theory equations, it
was decided to obtain fkme-speed–temperature data for a
gaseous fueI having an activation energy appreciably diflerent
from that of propane. Methane was sekcted because it has
an activation energy of 51 kilocalories per graru-mole (refer-
ence 8) compared with 38 kilocalories per gram-mole for
propane (reference 9, p. 437).

It was aIso thought that data for ethylene, which had
shown anomalous behavior in other correlations (reference 10)

when compared fith other hydrocmbcms, -would be of
due. The acthation energy of ethylene, which is approxi-
mately 40 kilocaloMes per gram-mole (reference 11), is cIose
to that of propane.

The present report contains the results of a study of the
effect of initial rnhture temperature on the ltiminar dame
speeds of methan+air mi.-.-tures over the range from —L32°
to 342° C and of propane-air and ethylene-air mixtures over
the range from —73° to 344° C. The flame speeds were
computed from measurements based on the outer edge of the
shadow cast by the Bunsen cone; the shado~graphs were
obtained with a parallel-beam shadowgraph s~tem. The
flame-speed values thus obtained at 25° C are compared
with dues obtained by other methods.

Methane, propane, and ethylene are compared on the
basis of relative increase in flame speed with initial temper-
ature. Empti~cal equations for flame speed as a function of
initial temperatures are presented. A comparison is also
made among the experimental data for each fuel and the
relative effects of temperature on flume speed predicted by
the t.hermal arid diffusion theories.

I Supw’wks SACA ‘IX 21i0.“Effect of InitId MixtureTempemtnmon FlameSpeedsand BIow-OELfmfts of Pro~e-Ak ?%mes.’, by Gordon L. Dug&r, 1950,and N-AC!ATN 23i4p
‘ ‘EEeet of MM >LfxtureTemperatureon FlameS@ of Methaue-Afr,Propane-Air,and Echy3erwMrMixtures”. by GmdmIL. Dug@r, 1950.
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SYMBOLS

The following symbols fire-used in this report:
lomgitudkaj cross-sectional area of cone (sq cm)
number of molecules of combustible per unit volume

of initial mixture
constants in empirical equation for given fuel
mean specific heat 2’0to Tf (cal/(g) (0 K))
specific heat a~ flame temperature (cal/(g) (0 K))
ditlusion coefficient at flame temperature (cmz/see)
diffusion coefficient of P’ radical at initial tempera-

ture (cm2/see)
relative diffusion coefficient of P! radical with respect

to other radicals
diffusion coefficient of P radical at men.n combustion-

zone tempera ture (cm2/see)
activation enwgy (cal/g-mole)
base of Napierian logarittilc system raised to power

in parenthesis following exp
height of cone (cm)
constant from specific rate- equation
specific rate constant for react ion between P radical

and combustible material
slant height or length of generating curve (cm) “-
constant exponent in empirical equation for given fuel
moles of rmtits per moles of procluctls from stoichi-

ometric equation
mole fraction or partial pressure of Jh radical in burned

gas
gas constant (cal/(g-mole) (0 K))
lateral surface area (sq cm)

a—--

T abeolute temperature (0 K)
Tr flame temperature (0 K)
TO initial mixture temperature (0 K)
u flame speed (cm/see)
kf thermal conductivity at flame kmpcrat um

(cal/(cm~ (see) (0 K/cm))
Pf density at flume temperature (g/cms)

Po ‘density mixture at initial temperature (g/cm8)

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The flow system, high-temperature burner, and opt ictil
system are diagrmnnmtically illustrated in figure 1. For
low-temperature data, the same apparatus was used, except
that the low-temperature burner illustrated in figure 2 was
substituted for the high-t emperatture burner at section X-X
in figlye 1. The fuel and air were metered, mixed, heated
(or cookd), and burned above a verhicrd tube.

Fuels,—The minimum purities claimed by the suppliers
of the” methane and ethylene were 99.0 aid 99.5 percent,
respectively. The propane had a minimum purity of 95.0
percent, the principal impurities being ethtine tmd ieobutane.
Laboratory service air containing approximatdy 0.3 percent
water by weight was used.

Metering system.—The fuel and air flows were metered
by seti of critical-flow orifices (reference 12). I?or each ori-
fice, when the upstream pressure was measured with a 100-
inch mercury manometer, the ratio of highest measurable
flow rate to lowest was 2:1; for a set of six orifices, tho over-
all ratio .of measurable flow rates was 64:1. The six orifices
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were mounted in paralIel in a manifold, five of them being
rapped, while the one in use was connected by a fiexibk hose
to the mi..er. Ruby bearing-jewels of appropriate e sizes m-ere
med as tlu301-ilix plates. ~~pstream temperat m-es were mels-
ured by iron-consttintan thermocouples.

High-temperature burners.-The burners used for the
dtita obtained at and above room temperature were straight
hmgths of brass t ubin.g of the following inskle diameters:
for methane, 15.7 millimeters; for proptme, 10.2, 15.7, and
‘Wq &etem; and for ethylene, 6.3 ndlimet ers. Burner--1-
engths of at least 70 diameters were used, which insured
Itirninar flow. Each burner tube was w-rapped with asbesto+
wrered resistance viire and insulated to permit control of
the tube-waLl temperature. A 76-millimeter-diameter brass
collar m-as silver+ohlered to the lip of each tube to give a
tkt horizontal surface above the insulation. A sma~
resktance heater was fast enecl to the uncler side of the colIar
for the methane and ethylene studies; in the earlier propane
w udies the lip ternpera t ure was eat ablished by the heating
(lue to the flame itself. The heater section! which consisted
of a 150-centimeter length of 9.5-millimeter-inside-diameter
stainless-steel tubing, was attached by a union to the base
of the burner tube. The heater tube was ako wrapped with
-resistance wire anc[ insutat ed.

Temperatures were measured by iron-const antan thermo-
eoupks installed at the burner-tube inlet and at the burner-
tube port for both waII arid gas temperature. The thermo-
wupl~ for measuring the ~as temperature at

w.

.k r -1.6 C?7P

the port

(thermocouple C) was of the aspirating type (reference 13)
and was placed directly over the center of the port between
runs. The gas temperatures at the pmt and at the hu-ner
inlet (thermocouple O) viere maintained vrithin 10° C of
each other.

~ow-temperature bnrner.-For the low-t ernperature data,
a nozzk-type burner was used in order to obtain laminar
flow in a short over-all burner length, so that the whole
burner aeeembly could be submerged in an 18-centimeter-
d.kmeter by 33-centimeter-deep Dewar red. The burner
assembly is ikstrated in figure 2.

The burner proper was made of brass and had an over-all
length of 30.5 centimeters. The fuel-air rni-xture was fed
through the Wet tube 1 to the manifold K, from -which it
ent erecl the burner by means of 16 small holes J, squrdly
spaced circumferentiaIly about the base. It then passed
through the straight section H and through four calming
screens D, which mere supported by brass rings G and
seakd by neoprene O-rings F. The mi..ture was then
acceleratecI by a Mache-Hebra type brass nozzIe C (ref-
erence 14) and further accelemted by a sma~ ceramic
nozzle A, vihich was cemented to the brass nozzle.

The ceramic nozzle was added to the origimd brass nozzk
when it was found that such an arrangement aickd in st abi-
kzii the flame. The improved stabiity was presumably
due to the reducecl thermal gradient between flame and
nozzIe, since stable, regularly shaped flarn= were obtained
only after the flame had been aIIowed to heat the ceramic
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nozzle to a temperature 60° to 100° C higher than the gas
temperature. Teats made with a props.m+air mixture at
room temperature indicated that this difference between
the temperature of the short ceramic nozzle and the gas
temperature did not appreciably affect flame speed. For
methane and propane, the ceramic nozzle had a thma.t
diameter of 12.7 millimeter; for ethylene, 6.3 millimeter.
These nozzles were turned from round stock by cutting an
axial hole to the desired throat diameter and then rounding
the upstream edge of the hole to. approximately a 1.6-
miI1imeter radius. The nozzIe disks were 3.2 millimeters
thick.

In figure 3, a velocity profile is shown for the 12.7-miIIi-
meter ceramic nozzIe (on the brass nozzle) for an average
air-flow velocity (volumetric flow rate divided by nozzle-
tbroat area) of 124 centimeters per second at 25° C. The
profile was obtained by means of a hot-wire-anemometer
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probe, which was calibrated the same day by traverses of
fully developed laminar flow (reference 15) in a 25-m.iHimeter-
inside-diameter tube. The calibration curve was established
by assuming the Iocal velocity at the axis of the l-inch tube
to be twice the average velocity and the average vekcity to
be equal to the local velocity at a distance from the tube
axis equal to 0.707 times the tube raclius. This condition
was experimentally confirmed within +5 percent, which is
believed to be the accuracy of the measurements. The
average velocity computed from the anemometer readings
was 131 centimeters per second, awnning a linear velocity
gradient from the outermmfi data points to the nozzIe waII.
WhiIe the central portion of the velocity profile is fairly flat,
the local velocities over this portion are of the order of 20
percent higher than the average velocity (volumetric flow
rate divided by nozzk-throat area), E3nce flame-speed .val-
u~ based on a local veIocity, which was assumed to be equal
to the average velocity, would thus have been in great error,
it was decided to use the total-area method of flame-speed
measurement “(described hereinafter) for nozzle flames as

well as tube flames. While the two-stage nozzle referred to
herein is an unusual case, it is beheved thut an apprccialie
error would result from ignoring the boundmy-l&ycr cffcwt
for any small-diameter nozzle.

For the data obtained at –73° C, the burner as dcscribcd --
was submerged in a bath of dry ice in acetone and was
supported on the lip of the Dewar vessel M by tho steel
flange B, which was screwed onto the brass nozzle. For the
data at —132° C, for which liquid nitrogen was used M t.hi:
coolant, it was found necessary to jacket the lower [hrm-
quarts~ of the burner with air to prevent ovorcooling and
consequent condensation of oxygen from the primary air.
This jacketing was accomplished by bolting n steel can L LO
a flange soldered to the brass nozzle. The desired nozzle-
outlet temperature was then obtained by varying thr lCVCI
of liquid nitrogen with respect to the top of the air jtickct.

The gas temperature was measured bcfween runs by a
bare 28-gage copper-constantan thermocouple, which had m
soft-solder head of approximately 1.5-millimetm diamckir
at the junction. It was supported in a piece of pyrcx tubing
with a right-angle bencl such that the thermocouple lends
eitendecl downward (along the axis of the gas stream) for a
distance of 6 centimeters. The waH temperature of the ce-
ramic nozzle was measured by ano thcr copper-wmet antatt
thernioccmple. For the –73° C data, it wtis IwIiwrw.i t.fmt
errora in the gas-temperature readings duc to rndiation mid
leacl-conduction losses were of the. order of +1 percent. For
the –.132° C data, e~ors due to radiation and lead conduc-
tion when the tlwrmocouple was placed in the nozzle throat.
were greater. A correct.ion was estimate{l” by the following
method Gas-terupemture readings were taken y-i th the
junction at deptha of 0.3 and 5.o centimeters below the top
surface of the ceramic nozzle. Of these two temperature
readings, the 5-centimeter reading was subject to smaller
lead-conduction and radiation errors because the junction
was wkIl inside the cold nozide. With the two gas-tempcrn-
ture readings and the ceramic-nozzle tempcwaturo known for
flow without burning, an estimate was made of the correc-
tion to be applied to the 5-centimeter reading in order to
obtain the correct temperature of the gas leaving the nozz]c
throat (initial mixture temperature). It was msurncd thut
the lead-conduction error was negligible; the radiation and
wall-to-gas heat-transfer corrections (cst imatmd from refw-
ence 16) totaled 5° C. The initial mixture tempera t.urc was
therefore taken to be the 5-centimeter reading plus 5° C.

Determination of flatii speed.—Shadowgraphs of tlm
flwnes were made by a parallel-beam syst.ern as showu
schematically in figure 1. Flame speeds were determined
from the ahadowgraphs by the total-rwea rnethbd, wherein
the average normal flame speed is equal to. the voh~me rale
of flow of the unburned mixture divided by the surface area
of the cone formed by the combustion zone. This surfucc
area was determined “

. . . -

can be approsima.ted
of revolution; thus,

by assummg that the ttamc surface
by the relation for conical surfaces

S=TA l/h (1)
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A typical shadowgruph is shown in figure 4. The mea A
was cletermined by measuring a magnided image of the
shadow cone with a pkmimeter; the magnified image was
obtained by tracing the outer edge of the shadow from the
projected image of the shadowgraph. Because of inaccu-
racies in tracing and in using a plmimeter, a scatter in the
computed points result ed, especially for the tall slender
ethylene flames. The precision at the higher temperatures
was 4 percent for ethylene. This scat ter was diminished
l)y: (1) determining the average value of ~~h for rdl the
computed points at a given temperature and flow rate;
~2) recomputing flmne+peed values for one of the points on
the basis of the average A/h; and (3) computing the rest of
the flame-speed values from the aheady corrected point by
a ratio of cone heights according to the equation uZ=uJL&
This procedure essentially amounts to the method used in
reference 17.

RESULTS A*NDDLWUSS1ON

FIame speeds based on outer edge of shadow.—.ls indi-
mted in references 11 and 18, the maximum density gradi-
ent is more nearly represented by the outer edge of the
slmlow than by the inner edge because of the reamer in
which the shadow of a flame cone is produced. If the locus
of maximum densit~- gradient is taken to correspond to the
flame front-, absolute values of flame speed shouId be based
on the outer edge of the shadow. In order to obtain the
relation between flame+ped values based on the inner edge
of the shadow (which is more sharply debed) and ~aIues
based on the outer edge of the shadow, a group of points
was selected at each of six temperat urea from room temper-
ature to 344° C for each fuel and was computed on both

?lccsm 4.—TFpkrJshwiuw~raphshowing& snd outeredgesof shadowCSAby Buns@
cone.

bases. Each group consisted of one point representing the
leanest mixture studied, one point near the composition for
maximum flame speed, and one for the richest mixture
studied. PIots of 18 points so selected for eaeh fuel revealed
no trends for the relating factor with respect to either mk-
ture composition or temperature; the arithmetic mean due
of the facto= for all 1S points for a given fueI was therefore
considered to be the b-t wdue over the ranges of composi-
tion and temperature studied. Inasmuch as the same con-
stant factor applies for d the points for a given fuel, the
relative effects of temperature on flame speed wouId be the
same for flame speeds calculated from either the inner or the
outer edge of the shadow. In the early part of the present
in-instigation, -raIues btised on the inside edge of the shadow
were used because the required measurements were more
~~fly and preckly made on this basis.

The arithmetic mean vaks of the factors required to
convert inner-edge values to outer-edge -dues of flame
speed for the three fueIs are presented in table I. The
maximum flame speed at 25° C was obtained for each fueI
b-y interpolation from figure 6 in order to compare the due
-with wdues obtained by other in~estiggtors who used shadow-
cone, -risibk-cone, and tube measurements (references II
and 19 to 24). The aggeement among outer+dge shadow-
cone, visible-cone, and tube measurements for methane and
propane is good. The poorer agreement among various
methods and investigators for ethyIene is probaMy due, in
part, to the greater uncertainties in measurements of the
tall slender flame shapes encounter with ethyIene in both
Bunsen burner and tube methods.

TABLE I.—FACTORS FOR C02+FERT1NG FLAME SPEEDS
BASED ON INNER EDGE OF SHADOW TO OL~ER EDGE
AND COMPARISON OF 25° C VALUES WITH VISIBLE
BUNSEN CONE AND TUBE MEASU_REMENlE3

“i ““ “:

ConrersIOnfmtor lfsxfmum a3m&yd at ‘5” c

Fusl
MF3U 31* Inner outer Tfslbh Tube
vahe detition edge eda?= mne Ineumdh

. —

Methnrfe_________ am 0.017 .n.a

Prrwme. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .W -017 { ig~ ‘}:: ‘{ :Z; ]::

Ethylene_______ .S49
m {i$= ‘mo ‘3

. Obtainedfrom I& 5 by 1ut&@8tfon.
~kid on totalureacdtime trarding WumiformWcwfty h-dea maw tube (rSfM?neeM)
. Relatedto outer-edgemfue by conwehn foctor.
● Totakrea methud,tier bormdsryof luminouszone (referenee19

k. Totahrsa method,renterof Inndnonszone kresemthrvestfgatton.

b~%%%l%%ti%%% p8rtk1emethod @eferenm23).
d to dkunetrfdaxis offkmw valueof45.0ernk.ecobtafned

z BoA on nreaof upperpurtof sfmdowmneon& (reference!21).
~Bosd on areaof cone frustrum(referenee22).
~Totaksreamethod (reference29).
f Mean mine of a numberof mexuremenb by anglemetlwd at dlfTmnt cone CK6itfoos

(reference11).

In @re 5, flame speed is plotted against equivalence ratio
(fraction of stoichiometric fuel-riir ratio) at several initial
mixture temperatures for each fuel. It is belie~ed that no
preflame reaction has occurred durirg the short preheating
period (lees than 2 see) at these temperatures (reference 9,
pp. 406, 411). The stream-flow Reynolds number was ap-
proximately 1500 for methane-air mktures and 2000 for
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Equiw/ence roiio

(a) Methane-ahmmee.
(b) Propane-airffames.

FIeurm&-Tfame speedM frmetionof equivakmea ratio (tlaetionof etofehhuetrfofuelalr
ratio)at variousMial nMnre temmre.tmes.

tMl@eDr2-air mixtur~. The propam+air data were taken at
two ReynoIds numbers, 1500 and 2100, and are plotted
together, ahowing t~at Reynolds number IM no appreciable
effect on flame speed in this range. Preliminary propane

Equivalence rufio -

(c) Etl@mc4r flames

FIQUEE&-ConcludW. FIame.9/M es frmetiond yc ufvalenosratio (fractionof stolchilI-
metrfcfuel-alrrat o) at variousInitialm xturetenrperatuma.

TABLE IT.-COMPARISON OF PROPANEAIR FLAME-SPEED
VALUES OBTAINED WITH VARIOUS TUBI! DIAMETERs

-.

}

.—

-.
(

.25 I 10.2 I 38
1s.7 29
22.2 a9 I

r+’+1-+d
air data obtained by photographing ~fw Iuminous flame cone
above .KL2-, i 5.7-, and 22.2 -miIIin~eter tubes showed the t,uho
diameter to have little effect on maximum flame speed. A
few comparative values are @ven in ttible 11.

Each of the curves in figure 5 shows that. the maximum
flame speed for a given temperature occurs at a mixture
compmition richer than stoictiomet,ric (equivalence rti tio
greater than 1.0). -These flame-speed maximums from fig-
ure 5 are plotted against initial mixture temperature in
figure 6 to show the effect of temperature on maximum fhtmc
speed for the three fuels. It appeam that the curves in figmo
6 COUICIbe extrapolated to zero flame speed at zero degrees
absoIute.
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/nt flu! mltiure temperature, “K

FIGCEE6.-EI?w of initfgltime tempwafureon “ fhle med.

It was found that the effect of initkd mixture temperature
(TO, ‘K) on ma.tium flame speed (u, cm~sec] could be
represented by empirical equations of the type

u= b+c To”

where b, c, and n are constants for a given fueI. The equa-
tions, which were determined by picking an integer for b
which gave a straight line on a logarithmic plot of (u— b)
&gainst TOand then determining c and n by the method of
least squares, are:
For methane at To= 141° to 615° K,

U=8+0.000160 2’02-11

for propane at. TO=2000 to 616° II,

U= IO+ 0.000342 To2m

and for ethylene at TO=200° to 617° K,

u= 10+-0.00259 TOIJ*

The logarithmic plots of the equations together with the
data points are presented in figure 7.

In figure 8, the percentage increase in ma-tium flame
speed, based on the interpolated value of flame speed at
95° C, is plotted against temperature. The fltune speeds
of these three fuels are again seen to be aflected by tempera-
ture in the decreasing order: methane, propane, and
ethylene.

Comparison of experimental data with relative values
predicted by theoretical equations,-Two proposed mecha-
isms for the propagation of flame are considered: One is
based primariIy on the conduction of heat from the com-
bustion zone into the unburned gases and the other is based
on the ditbion of active radicals from the combustion zone
into the unburned gases. Both these theorim are used to
predict the relative elfect of temperature on flame speed.

It has been pointed out that early heat theories (for
exampIe, reference 9, p. 113, and reference 5), which assumed
that (a) reaction begins at the sdf-ignition temperature,
and that (b) the reaction rate is constant between the self-

ignition temperature and the flame temperature, are inade-
quate. The concept of ignition temperature has no meaning
apart from an autoignition e-xperiment, which requirts a
certain induction period. Act ualIy, reaction rate contin~
uoudy increases with temperature because it ia a function
of exp(-JE/RT).

Semenov (reference 5) derived an approximate equation
that involves only the initial mkture teruperat ure, the flame
temperature, and the physicaI properties at these tempera-
tures. lf the controlling step is a monomokdar reaction,
the appropriate final equation is

(’a
and for a bimolecukr reaction, the find equation is

(3}

Equations (2) and (3) take into account the cases where
(a) specific heat and thermal conductivity vary with tem-
perature, (b) tie number of molec&s changes during
reaction, and (c) the tiusion” coefficient ~f does not equal
the coefEcient of temperature conductivity (X/CPP)fi Case (c)

/m 200 5W 4W 800 8W--
Inifid mixture- fempemhme, %

FIGL_M7.—?ZmpMmleqnatiom for maximmn Ssme speed os fnnctioo of Lnlt!almtttum
tempemtum.
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means that although the sum of the thermal and chemical
energies will be the same for the over-@ process, the sum of
the energies wW vary within the combustion zone. For
example, if ~f> (h/cPp)f, the thermal energy supplied by
heat conduction upstream of the flame zone will be less than
the chemical energy conducted away by diffusion. Thus,
diflusion enters only as it affects the energy balance.

By elimination from equations (2)-””and (3) of the terms
inclependent of temperature, by the substitution, as approxi-
mate relations for the temperature-dependent terms, of those
relations determined for air, and by combining terms, the
monomolecular equation can be reduced to the form

‘a@=%w (4)

and the bimolecular equation may ba reduced to the form

+=%w”””” ““”(5)

{physical properties for air were estimated from reference 16,
pp. 391-411 and related to temperature as foIIows: xoc ~w;
CP,fcc~.~;~m Z’O-m;Dap/p oc P “07, where v is viscosity;
JJCCV; and aoa 2V.) Th@ reduced forms of the equa-
tions may be used to estimate the relative effect of tempera-
t ure on flame speed (thermal theory) for h ydrocarbons burn-
ing with air, provided that the relations between the physical
properties and the temperature for the mixture are reasonably
near those for air.

A ditlusion mechanism of flame propagation may also be
considered for the prediction of the effect of temperature on
flame speed. Tanford and Pease (references 6 and 7) lmve
proposed that the rate of diffusion of hydrogen atoms up-
-stream of the flame front determines the rate of flame prop-
agation, This concept, genendized to include other radicals,
which might be important for other systems, is expressed by

Intial mihre temperature. ‘C

FIGUUE8.—Perwntogeohangeofmmlmnm flamespeed(basedon 25°C) withMM mixture
Wmperattue.
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(a) Methnne-a&Swnee.,
(b) Proptlnc-aisrmmee.
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what ~las ‘been ctilled the squtire+oot law of burning vclmity
(reference 7):

“F& ““)

As a first approximation, it maybe assumed tl]tit only ~~t,
L, and p, are appreciably temperature-dependent. In ob-
taining the temperature dependence of Dt, it is necessary to
revert, @ Jhe derivation of equation (5) (reference 6) where
II, wak substituted for ~~, the diffusion coefficient at the
mean combustion-zone temperature TH, by the relation
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Df=& L=(0.7;1]2‘-

where T= vms assumed to be 0.7 Tfi Nom if D= is tHsumd
proportiomd to T.l’7 (the exponent which was used in equa-
tions [4] and (5)j, it follows thut

DiCC(o ~Jfl,(0.7 Z’,)’-ma&.

Since La TM-l= T$-l ad XpiU=XptD~,$a~ where ~i,T

is the relative diflusion coe5cient of the radicd with respect
to the other radicaIs, the temperature dependence of flame
speed predicted by equation (6) is

.=\- 0)

Comparisons of the rdative effects of initial temperature
on mmirmun flame speecl m predicted by the reduced equa-
tions (41, (5), and (7) for methane, propane, rmd etlqlene are
presented in figure 9. The dues used in plott~m the cur-res in
tigure 9 (and @g. 10, discussed later) are presented in table 111.
The flame temperatures used in figure 9 were based on
sodium D-Iine measurements of flame temperatures of mixt-
ures at mom temperature (reference 25). The changes in
fltime temperature with initial temperature were assumed to
be the same as for the theoretical adiabatic fkune temperature
(reference 26]; that is} the difference between computed adia-
batic flame temperature and sodium D-1ine temperature m-as
taken to be consttmt for a given mixture. The equilibrium
radical concentrations were computed by the graphimd
method of reference 27.

T.\BLE 111.—PREDICTED

Fuel

Zletbme. . . .

Propane.. ..-

Ethyleue.. . .

Equiw31eneerauo ●

122 (10.3vol. pweentl

Lw (42 WA pereent)

1.103(7.5TOI.percent)

From figure 9 and table III it may be seen that both the
thermal-theory equations and the square-root law predicted
(rdative to the 25” C vahws] flame speeds within approxi-
mately 20 percent for the initial temperatures and gases
studied. The comparat ire agrement between the different
theoretical curves and the experimental curve varies for the
three fuek. In general, for elevated temperatures the tlwr-
mal-theory curves are ~~h and the square-root-law cur-ies
are low; whereas, for low temperatures, the vaIues predicted
by the two theories are substantially the same.

It must be emphasized that even quditatire observations
regarding the abiIity of one or the other of the theories to
predict the effect of initial temperature on flame speed are
subject to the assumptions made in deriving both the original
equations and the reduced forms and to the choices of vaks
for flame temperatures and activation energies. The efleets
of using different dues of T1and Emay be illustrated by the
case of propane at an initial mkt ure temperature of 343° C-
In table 111 the flame-speed ~alues predicte(l by the thrmal-
monomokmlar, thermal-bimokcular, and square-mot-law
equations are listed as 139.0, 150.S, and 126.9 centimeters
per second, respectively; whereas,

(1) lkng the adiabatic flame temperatures rather than _
the temperatures based on the sodium D-line measurement
resulted in predicted vahws of 137.7, 149.1, and 14S.0
centimeters per second, respect ively.

(2) tTaing lZ=25,000 instead of 38,000 calories per gram-
mole resulted in predicted dues of 125.6, 136.3, and 126.9
cent imeters per second, respectively.

(3) Combining items (1) rind {2) by using adiabatic frame
temperatures and ~=25,000 calories per gram-mole rcmlted
in predicted values of 124.6, 135.3, and 14S centimeters per
second, respectively.

RELATIVE F~iME SPEEDS

2353 2W
2X5

2153 ~2113S
2159 21M
219i 2152
%231

~
2283

mm
m 2M9

2%5 am
23$9 2233
!a17
2245 2WJ
ml =16

235i
2302

23s6 Ss%2

2M0 2336
2*

24cm

Equ!lfbrfumrdiesl Pressnre(WeJ P-m d 1llbll)
@m),

Pup-(-

o:2#lr@

.abl

.53.s

.673

.Slo

i??
L%
.401
.lsll
.607
.ioo

i%’
L 16
1.43
L13

H!
L72

W

:%

pE (mdlum
D-he)

0:gxlo+

.393

.43s

.517

.I?#l

.770

.915
L 17
.299
.42J
.432
.62s
.m
. i37

i~

:%?
.S75
L 02
L 17
L35
L53
L83

10E (WdInm
D-Iine)

0:~xlo+
.63s
.603

i~
L45
LSO
2.44
L 17
L62

k:
2s
2s0
Z20
.LIo
.9{

L2S
L32
LfA
L h-
233
Iio
3.39

O..X1O-S

.013

.014

.023

.036

.067

.Cs4

.141

.052

.0S8

.m
-124
. Ii’s
.!U3

%
.035
.Ofd

:%!
.l.m
. In
.222
.33L

Predkted masfmum flame
~.rehtfve to mas. flnme
q&?dst25”c(em/seC)

.

nonomo
kmkr ●

IO.5
17.5
34.0
3s0
ao

E:
KF7.i
M. 2
23.8

?L :
sS.5
io.2
sa8

W&7
139.0
3&8
64.0

E:
llL 3
137.6
ML1
!21S.2

meheybl

kmhr I

$:

34”0
36.0
919

z;
lIL 5
lm. 9

ii:
4L3
=4
725
91.0
Ill3
las
35.0
M.o

la
U4.s
1440
276.1
a6.8

k:
3-Lo
3s5
47.3
eLo
74.6

%:
ZLo

H
*4
G 8

~$!

12!19
37.5
64-0

E:
IomL
12ao
15LO
m’s

. FmetfOnof StOkhlOmehkfnelti mth at wldch tiWl fkUU@ ~. : cRG-gm&I*?romeqns.uml(7).
* ComPUtedby methodof rsfefence26.
. CompuM by Snethtiof mfemu 25.
● Computedby subtmetlngfromodiahtk Esmetemperaturea constanteqmdto ditTerence

1Computed‘hshgmme Mkence betwwn adfaktttc and sodium D-he vahes os was

betweenadfabatlcand sodium D-he dues (seference24)at W C.
foundfor 10.C-pmcentmethane.

J

i ObtainedfromSK.6 by lntemdathn.
. Computedtim eqn9Uon(4. k Reference9 P.%.
fCompntedfromequntbn ( . ~Refereneeli.
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The ditTerence between adiabatic and sodium II-line flame
temperatures can be seen to increase ‘from methane to pro-
pane to ethylene. It might be argued that since this dit7er-
ence increased from fuel to fuel in the same order as the
sodium D-line flame temperatures increased at the reference
initial temperature of 25° C, the &fTerence ahouId not be
constant for a given fuel, but should increase as the flame
temperature increases. IrI other words, the sodium Ii-line
temperature of 2400° K for ethylene at an initial temperature
of 344° C might be too high. On this premise, the predic-
tions of equations (4), (5), and (7) were recomputed for
ethylene for a flame temperature of 2350° K at the initial
temperature of 344° C and were found to give predicted
flame-speed values of 196,6, 214, and 170.6 centimeters per
second, respectively. These predicted values are well within
20 percent of the experimental value of 196.0 and compare
with the predicted vahes of 218.2, 236.8, and 189.8 cent.i-
metera per second listed in table III.

IL is assumed herein that the variation of 2?,, a term that
appears in the square-root law to allow for radica~ recom-
bination, with init.ia.l temperature is relatively small and
would not appreciably affect the curves in figure 6. The
temperature dependence of kf, the rate constant which
appeal% in the square-root law for interaction between the
iti radical and the combustible material, has been neglected.
Constant values of k~were- used for hydrogen, carbon mon-
oxide, and methane flames in reference 7 where the variations
in flame temperature are of the same order of magnitude as
those considered herein. If the temperature dependence of
ki is represented by exp(-E/RTf), the temperature effech
on flame speed due to ki will be sma~, provided that the
activation ene~y for the radicd-hydrocarbcm reaction is
small. For example, with an activation energy of 7 kilo-
calories per gram-mole (reference 7), the relative flame
speeds predicted by the square-root law for methane, propane,
and ethylene would be raised approximately 8, 6, and 5
percent, respectively, at. an initial tarnperature of 344° C
and Iess at lower initial temperatures.

The relative merits of the theories could be better assessed
if reliable data for the effect of pressure on flame speed were
avaiIable. The thermal-theory equations presented in ref-
erence 5 predict that for a monomolecular reaction, the flame
speed should be inversely proportional to the square root of
the absolute pressure; whereas, for a bimolecular reaction,
the flame speed should be independent of pressure. The
square-mot law predicts that flame speed should vary approxi-
mately inversely as the fourt,h root of thepressure(reference 7).
If one of the theories could be shown to be the more
consistent in predicting both pressure and temperature
effects, it would bc strengthened considerably. Ahhough
some pressure data exist with which this precept might be
tested, conflicting trends for the variation of flame speed
with pressure for a given fuel have been reported by dtierent
investigators, or by the same investigator using different
experimental methods, which indicates that some of these
data were influenced by the experimental apparatus. For
example, in reference 28 the flame speed of ethylene measured

ii .&z?
I 1 I I

lFue/ .E9uution of line
I I I

a , .

g .,
1 I

048 12 /6 20 24 .28 &wu-+

(a) Summationof efleotIverdatlveradicalrmemnreeat flametempwatureabawd on aodlum
D-linemeaauremeds.

(b) Hydrogan+Jtoxnwttwnt.ratiottat flame::wature ktxwdrmeodiu”DWne mcmro-

(c) Hydrogen-atomeum%nhntionat adkhaffonameWWeruture.
F[OUK810.—Correlatlonabetweenmaximumflamespeedand oal.miakdeqnlllbriumradical

wmomtration.

by a Ehnken burner method was found to be inversely propor-
tional to the fourth root of pressure; whereas, according to
reference 29, the flame speed of ethylene measured by a soap-
bubble method was found by the same investiga km to be
independent of pressure.
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Gorrelation of ffame speeds with active-radical concen-
trations.— A correlation between flame speed and ~p#{,,

for ethylene-air mi.xturea of various compositions at ~m tem-
perature is found in reference 11. In figure 10 (a), the
maximum flame speeds from figure 4 are plotted against
~pi D,,, computed from radicaI pressures at temperatures

b~secl on sodium D-hue measurements m table I; in figure
10 (b), maximum flame speeds are plott~ %afit comPut~
hydrogen-atom concentrations at these same temperat urea;
and in ilgure 10 (c) ma.simum flamespeeds are plotted against
hydrogen-atom concentrations at theoretical adiabatic flame
temperatures. In alI cases, straight-Iine correlations are
{]bttiined. The equations of these straight lines are given
on the figures.

The curves of figure 10 (c) indicate that, at least for the
three fuels studied, the matium flame speed of a gaseous
fueI may be accurat ely determined over a considerable range
i)f initial mixture temperature when the experimental values
tit t vro temperatures are known and sufficient. ctat a e.sist to
compute the adiabatic flame temperatures and, hence, the
equilibrium hydrogen-atom concentrations. Ibis recognized
that the slopes of the correlation lines in f3gure 10 are much
steeper than those shown in the correlations in reference 10.
In considering this diierence, it must be remembered that,
for a given correlation line in figure 10, initial mixture h3rn-
perrtt ure varied while equivalence ratio (composition) and
fuel type were fied; whereas in reference 10 fuel type varied
whale tiltial temperature was fixed and equivalence ratios
were esaentialIy the same. The data reported herein indicate
that flame speeda for a g-hen fuel vary from firefoId to tenfold
over the range of temperatures studied, whereas in reference
10 a range of only twofold was covered in the flame speeds
for different fueIs at the same initial temperat ure. However,
the flametemperat w-e and the radical< oncentration ranges
are of the same order in both studi~. The reasons for the
difference in slope may, in part, be attributed to the temper-
titure dependency of the other factors, such as reaction rate,
in the original Tanforcl and Pease equation (reference 6).
Inasmuch as the present data are self-consistent, it is -did
to use these data to predict the dlect of initial mkture
temperature on maximum flame speed.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

An investigation of the effect of initial mi.ure temperature
on the lamiuar flame speeds of methane-air, propane-air,
and ethylene-air mixtures gave the follomiug resuIts:

1. The flame speeds of methane, propane, and ethylene
increased with initial mixture temperature at an increasing
rate. The percentage change in flame speed with change in
init iaI temperature for the three fueLs foIlo-ived the decreasing
order, methme, propane, and ethylene. Empirical equations
for maximum flame speed u (cm/sec; based on the outer
edge of the shadow cast by the cone) for use in the tempera-
t ure ranges indicated were:

For methane, at an initiid mixture temperature TOof 141°
to 615° K,

u=3+0.000160 T02-11

for propane, for T,=2000 to 616° K,

u= 10+0.000342 T02 “m

and for ethylene, for TO=2000 to 617° K,

U= 10+0.00259 T01.74

z. Flame-speed vahm baaed on the outer edge of the .
shadow cast by the Bunsen cone (totaI-area method) were —- .-
close to those based on both visible Bunsen cone measure-
ments and tube measurements for methane and propane, but

.—

the variation in wdues obtaiued by the three methods was
greater for etlqlene. For each fuel, a factor was determined
to allow conversion of dues based on the inner edge of the
shadow to dues based on the outer edge of the shadow; _
the convemion factors were constant with respect to both
temperature and composition, within the accuracy of the
measurements based on the outer edge of the shadow. The
flame speed of propane-air ffames was independent of tube
di~eter fim 10 to 22 m@netws and of values of stream- ____

flow ReynoIda number from 1500 to 2100.
3. Both the thermal-theory equations prcwnted by

Semenov and the square-ret law of Tauford and Pease
(diflusion theory) were used to p-edict reIative flame speeds
w-ithin approximately 20 percent for the temperatures and
gases studied. The comparative agreement between the ..-
values predicted by the &&rent theoretical equations and
the experimental -due varied for the three fuels. In general,
for elevated temperatures, the themd-theory vak.s were
high and the square-root-lavi YAMS were low; whereas, for
low temperatures, the -dues predicted by the two theories
were substantially the same. However, even qualitative
observations repd.iug the relati~e merits of the two theories
are subject to the assumptions made and the flame tempera-
tures and activation energies used.

4. Very good straight-line correlations between maximum
flame speed and either the hydrogen-atom concentration
alone or the summation of the effeotlive relative concentra-
tions of hydrogen atoms, h@rcmyl radicals, and oxygen
atoms were found for the three fuels. EquaIIy good correla-
tions were obtained either fmm flame temperatures based on
sodium D-line measurements or from adiabatic frame
temperatures. The slopes of the correlation lines were
steeper than those reported elsewhere in investigations of
the effects of mixture composition and fuel type on flame
speed. Further experimental and theoretical investigation
may show why the slopes were different and give better
insiiht into the mechanisms involved in flame propagation.
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